Written response to Government Inspector from Jeremy Roos. Dated 22.01.19.
(Deadline 24.01.19)
Legal Compliance – Response. Matters 1-4.

Matter 1 - Issue 2 Para A
“How were residents likely to be affected by proposed site allocations informed?”
The Law…
Epping Forest District Council (EFDC) published its interpretation of “Statement of Community
Involvement” as part of the preparatory documents for its ‘Local Plan’ in order to legally comply with
Planning Legislation.
EB 104 states “How we contact you” and defines;
Consultees
5. There are two broad categories of agencies the Council has to contact with
regard to any proposals in the District:
a. Statutory consultees - These are agencies that must be consulted if
they are affected by the proposals. These include organisations such
as the Environment Agency and Thames Water.
b. General Consultees - These are consultees that will be contacted as
the Council considers appropriate. For example, local community and
amenity groups, resident associations, business sector, developers,
landowners and other agencies.
6. These consultees will be contacted formally through letter and/ or email from
the Council……

Response
Whilst the Epping Plan is a large body of work, in High Ongar, only one parcel of land, SR 0181 later
to be renamed HONG/1. was included in the plan.
In simple and brief terms, the plan suggested extending the village ribbon, i.e. changing the Green
Belt boundaries to include two houses, Windmill Cottage (owned by me) and Mill Cottage into the
settlement, meaning both houses would therefore be taken OUT of the Green Belt.
Clearly lengthy meetings with the landowner/proposed developer were held in order for this field to
be included in the Epping Local Plan in the first place. As a land owner of some of the proposed build
area of this site I was never contacted in any way by EFDC, neither by letter or email nor were the
occupants of Mill Cottage. I found out purely by accident much later when the plan was published. I
was not consulted in any way with briefings or workshops prior to the plan being drafted.
The effect was to exclude me from any initial proposed plans, thus preventing me to contribute in a
positive way e.g. offering up my land to be included in the development in an inclusive way. The
proposed Green Belt boundary was then later changed again (alteration 36) in the submitted plan to
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include only some of my property, meaning some is in the Green Belt and some isn’t. A very untidy
mess and unmanageable state of affairs. Needless to say, I wasn’t consulted at all regarding this
further suggested change of the Green Belt.
The ‘Legal Compliance to consult’ has not been met. EFDC has not followed its own legal guidelines
and the effect is to seriously disadvantage me and my neighbour.
In these circumstances, any fair-minded person with a balanced view would surely conclude that it
was necessary to consult and include the owners of the only two dwellings directly affected by this
site at the start, not years down the line.
If building is to be granted on this land then the original proposed Green Belt change needs to be
restored back as per to the original plan, otherwise if the site is taken out of the Local Plan, then the
village ribbon should remain as it is now and has been for many decades.
It is still not too late, EFDC could still be directed by The Inspector to consult with me and my
neighbour prior to the plan being submitted to the Minister.

Matter 1 - Issue 2 Para B
“Was the Regulation 19 version of the Plan adequately publicised compared to previous draft
versions? Representations indicate that there were no newspaper articles, fliers, public meetings
etc”
Response
This was not adequately publicised at all.

Matter 1 - Issue 2 Para C
“Was the online version of the Regulation 19 Plan user-friendly? Did difficulties with document
access unreasonably shorten the consultation period?”
Response
This did not work at all. I still do not have a copy or acknowledgement of receipt of my Reg 19
comment.
Matter 1 - Issue 2 Para D
“Was it reasonable for the Regulation 19 comment period to be held over the Christmas holidays?”
Response
Very Little time was given to replying to Reg 19.

Matter 1 - Issue 2 Para F
“Does the absence of Appendix B of the Site Selection Report (and potentially other documents) at
the Regulation 19 stage contravene the requirements of the SCI? If so, what are the implications of
this for the test of legal compliance?”
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Response
The absence of Appendix B was really unfair and cannot stand a true test of legal Compliance. For
the lay person to respond, as I tried to do, was impossible. I was robbed of valuable information.
Whilst EFDC said that they had published everyone’s responses to the draft plan, they published
them in alphabetical order only. There were 5000+ responses. This meant that if you were trying to
collate information that other members of the public had written about on the proposed site you
were commenting on, you were unable to see them. It is not reasonable to expect one to read all
5000+. Each response should have been entered in such a way that they were indexed at least in
village by village, plot by plot. I cannot see how the method employed would stand the test of legal
compliance. It was clearly done in such a way as to obstruct.

Matter 1 - Issue 3 Para i.
“What action did the Council take to inform interested parties about significant changes to the
Plan?”
Response
Please see response page 1 & 2 above, which duplicate and respond to this issue.
----------------------Matter 4 - Issue 4 Para 1c
“Have alternatives to Green Belt release been fully considered”:
Response
Lack of consideration of other available/alternative Brownfield sites in High Ongar
The readily available build spaces in High Ongar have not been exhausted by any stretch of the
imagination. By way of example, here are a few obvious and reasonable propositions to consider and
which would add to the rental stock in Millfield and High Ongar. In High Ongar, the obviously prime
Brownfield site for housing is the now vacant and unused recycling centre in Mill Lane (see image
below).
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This site has been closed for several years and has all the services laid on and has ready-made access
to it. The site is sufficiently large enough for 3 good sized semi-detached (6 houses). This land again is
under the single ownership and control of EFDC and would require no untangling of any land
ownership or legal issues. There is no mention of consideration of this land in the Draft/submitted
Plan. This is a very real option still open to EFDC.
I should mention the land at the entrance of Millfield estate (photo below) where the current building
line could be extended in order to provide two semi-detached buildings (4 houses), again on land
owned solely by EFDC. No consideration for this has been made. If this land was used it would be in
keeping with the other existing houses in Millfield without having to build on the SR-0181/HONG.1.
The houses could of course be built for the benefit of the residents of High Ongar for rent, another
very creditable and viable option still open to EFDC.

EFDC recently built 3 ‘straw houses’ by squeezing an access road between two existing houses in
Millfield and building the 3 new houses essentially in the rear garden of two of the existing Council
houses. This was an EFDC led initiative justified as adding to the supply of available rental property.
Strangely, when a local resident some 4 doors down from this site put in a very similar request to build
3 houses (EFD201/07), the planning permission was turned down. This option is clearly still open to
EFDC to explore.
There is another option on the corner of Millfield adjacent to No. 6, where clearly the land would
support a semi-detached building providing 2 similar one bed houses to that of the 12 garages which
are being demolished. The map on the previous page gives an idea of how easily they could be
incorporated into the Draft Plan. These three plots could all be taken together as one lot to meet the
6+ houses minimum required in the Draft Plan.
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Matter 4 - Issue 4 Para 2

Commented [jr1]:

“Are the changes proposed to the Green Belt boundary informed by a robust assessment of the
contribution made by individual sites to the purposes of the Green Belt (EB74A-B; and EB705A-B)?
How were the findings of the Green Belt Review weighed in the balance with other planning
considerations in the site selection process?”

Response
The Greenbelt assessment of SR/0181/HONG/1 is a complete mess on the Submitted plan.
The Local Plan contradicts itself, LUC were appointed to comment on Green Belt. Parcel 023.4 was
essentially a large area of farmyard buildings surrounding Nash Hall at the northern end of the village.
Peculiarly, 023.4 shows this parcel of land as mainly a farm yard/industrial units area and being joined
by two red lines running all the way down either side of Mill Lane to loop in the field of SR-0181. Could
it be that this is where the comment “This option provides opportunities to promote infill and
settlement by maximising existing urban brownfield land and focusing development in lower
performing Green Belt site immediately adjacent to the settlement” Figure 5.21 Spatial options by settlement High
Ongar originates from and was ‘cut and pasted’ into the Arup report. There is a conflict because on the
one hand SR-0181 is described as a Brownfield site and on the other as Green Belt. Clearly it cannot
be both. This clearly identifies an error in the desk- based assessment!
LUC Figure 3.1 in stage 2 assessment sifts 023.4 at an early stage for a variety of reasons. How then
did SR-0181 stay in? As it did remain in the Plan, why did it not score the same as the other Green Belt
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areas in High Ongar which we all dismissed with a ‘Summary of Harm to the Green Belt’ as Very High
(fig 4.5) and a Purpose 3 rating of Strong! However, when one examines Appendix B1 4.2 (p 126-132)
2.1 Level of harm to Green Belt Arup comments; “Site is within Green Belt, but the level of harm caused
by release of the land for development would be none” and scores a ‘0’. The correct score should have
been a Brown (--).
It must be stressed that all the other sites in High Ongar were scored as very High or High value Green
Belt, as was SR-0181/HONG/1 in the LUC papers, but changed by Arup to describe it as of ‘no value’.
How can this be correct? One could be forgiven for thinking “Is someone trying to sway in favour of
the developer here”? This has not been a ‘sound’ assessment.

The photo clearly evidences, this is neither a brownfield site. Damage to the Green belt can not be
scored as nil and the value to the Green Belt is correctly scored as ‘High’.
If the correct Green Belt scoring value of ‘High’ had been used correctly in the first instance, then
this site would have been ruled out the same as the others in High Ongar and not included in the
plan.

I hope this report is helpful and look forward to speaking to the Inspector in May. I will submit the
next part of my written response in due course and before the next deadline.

Respectfully Submitted,
Jeremy Roos
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